Let £ be an alphabet. A string of the form y y with y e Z + is called a répétition. A string which contains a répétition as a substring (i. e. a string of the form xyyz with x, zeX* and yelrt) is called a répétitive string. Interest in répétitive and nonrepetitive strings dates back at least as far as Thue's 1906 paper [13] . One question which has defied an answer for some time is whether or not the set of répétitive strings over an alphabet of three or more characters is context-free. (For binary alphabets the question is trivial.) This question is settled in this paper, confirming a conjecture from [1] .
THEOREM. -The set of répétitive strings over an alphabet of three or more characters is not context-free.
Classical techniques for showing languages to be not context-free appear to be of no use in proving this resuit, cf. [1, pp. 374-375] . At the same time, intuition very strongly suggests that répétitive strings are not context-free for the same reason that répétitions (i. e. strings of the form ww with wel + ) are not contextfree: the first-in-last-out nature of a pushdown store does not provide the means 192 R. ROSS, K. WINKLMANN to remember one substring and then check it for equality with another substring -the information needed first for such a check is bound to réside at the bottom of the store.
Thus, the situation is one where strong intuition does not readily translate into a proof. We regard this as a deficiency in the theory of context-free languages, which we expect to repair by first dealing with a special instance (the noncontext-freeness of répétitive strings) and then, in a subséquent paper, generalizing our proof technique into a new necessary condition for contextfreeness.
The remainder of this paper consists of a proof of the above theorem and some concluding remarks. Ends of proofs are marked with the symbol D.
We first prove that répétitive strings over a six-letter alphabet are not contextfree. The extension to three-letter alphabets will follow quite easily, using a resuit from [2] .
Let .R be the set of répétitive strings over some fixed alphabet containing at least the six symbols a, b, c, S, 0, and 1. For the sake of deriving a contradiction assume that R is context-free. Let M be a nondeterministic pushdown automaton with L(M) = R. Without loss of generality we may assume that M has the following properties:
-it accepts by empty store, -it has only one internai state, -it changes its stack height by at most 1 in any single step, and -it reads one input symbol in every step.
These properties of M are the result of assuming that the grammar for R is given in "2-Greibach-Normal-Form" [5, 9, 11, 12] , where all productions are of the form A -> a BC, A -• a B, or A -> a with A,B,C being syntactic variables and a a terminal symbol. The standard construction ôf a nondeterministic pushdown automaton from a context-free grammar (see e. g. [8] , pp. 115-116) then yields a machine with the above properties.
The basic idea behind our proof is to analyze how the pda M can store information about its input. Specifically, we are going to exploit the fact that information received (on the input tape) during an early stage of the computation is bound to réside near the bottom of the stack. Information on the stack simply cannot be arbitrarily juggled around. Some of the technical details of such an analysis are simplified by the assumption that the height of the stack changes by at most 1 in any single move. But while convenient, this assumption is not essential. At the cost of adding some technical detail to the proof we could adopt the weaker assumption that there is some constant k, not necessarily 1, such that REPETITIVE STRINGS ARE NOT M changes its stack height by at most k in any single step. This weaker assumption corresponds to assuming that the grammar for R is given in Greibach-Normal-Form but not necessarily in 2-Greibach-Normal-Form.
Let s dénote the size of the stack alphabet of M. Choose two natural numbers, p and q, such that they satisfy: E and: Using these chosen numbers we will now construct a set A of strings whose 4 'répétitive properties" are easily understood. We will then show that even on this restricted set A the pda M will not be able to distinguish some répétitive strings from "similar" nonrepetitive ones.
The set A is constructed as follows. Let w be a fixed string of length n-p + q over { a, b, c, S } with the property that ww co.ntains only one répétition (ww itself). One way to get such a string w is to choose a nonrepetitive string w' of length n -1 over {a, b, c] and let w beSw/. (The fact that arbitrarily long nonrepetitive strings over a three-letter alphabet do exist was first shown in [13] . Proofs can also be found in [4, 7, 10, 14] and [6, pp. 36-40] . See also [3] .) The éléments oîA 9 then, will be ail strings obtained from ww by inserting a 0 or 1 after each character of ww. Recall that w;e{<3, è, c, 5}* and ue{0, l}*.)Then:
The cardinality of A is 2 2n , the number of different binary strings of length 2«. Furthermore, our choice of IÜ ensures that I(u) is répétitive if and only if u is a répétition, i. e. if and only if u = xx for some xe{0, l}". This is stated as Lemma 1. Informally speaking, any pda which can distinguish between répétitive and nonrepetitive strings from A must have the first/? 0' s and T s of the input stored on its stack at the moment when the last character of the first y-portion has been read. Otherwise there could not be a comparison with the corresponding characters in the second half of the input. In other words, we expect a typical accepting computation of M (on inputs from A) to use enough storage space to hold at least p bits of information just after the first y-portion of the input string has been read. The following définition makes this notion of "typicaF' computations précise. Lemma 2 then says, roughly, that those computations indeed deserve to be called "typical". in {0, 1} P , y¥^y', such that for some z, z'e{0, l} 9 there are accepting computations C and C' (on inputs /(yzyz) and l{y'z'y'z') respectively) where the stack configurations just after reading the first y-portion of the input are the same in C and C''. (Recall that M has only one internai state, hence the stack contents alone détermine the future behavior of M on a given input.) Therefore M will also accept l{yz' y' z') and ï{y f zyz), neither of which, by Lemma 1, is répétitive. D To repeat, the intuition behind this Lemma 2 is quite simple: if M is to accept all répétitive strings but no others, then for it to accept a string of the form I{yzyz) it must "remember" the first y-portion to make sure it matches the second one.
Again speaking informally, what is left to show is that if our pushdown automaton M behaves in this "typical" way, which it must by Lemma 2, then something else is bound to go wrong. Specifically, what we will show is that M will be unable to check z against z' in inputs of the form /(yzyz'). Consequently, some nonrepetitive strings will be accepted.
In every typical accepting computation C on input / {yzyz), the foliowing "events" happen:
Event
Définition of Event Exitc {yzyz). .
Entryc {yzyz).
For the last time dur ing the reading of the first y-portion of the input 1 {yzyz), the stack height changes from 2 q to 2 # +1 For the first time after the reading of the first y-portion of the input I {yzyz), the stack height changes from 2<? + 1 to 2q.
By définition, the event Exit c {yzyz) will occur when reading a symbol in the first y-portion of the input / {yzyz) [always presuming that C is a typical computation 196 R. ROSS, K. WINKLMANN on input I(yzyz)]. Since M accepts by empty store, Entry c {yzyz) must happen at some point during the computation C and, in fact, it must happen when reading a character in the second y-portion of ƒ (yzyz); it cannot happen during the first zportion, because at the beginning of the first z-portion the stack height is more than 4 q and the 2 q symbols of the z-portion do not give M enough time to decfease the stack height by more than 2q. Similarly, it cannot happen during the second z-portion because then M would not have time to empty the stack in order to accept the input. tor typical acceptmg computations G, let Exit-Time c {yzyz) be the position of the input character being read in I {yzyz) when Exit c {yzyz) occurs in the computation C. Similarly, let Entry-Time c {yzyz) be the position of the input character read when Entry c {yzyz) occurs in the computation C. And fïnally let Exit-Symbol c {yzyz) be the symbol put into stack location 2q+l when Exit c (yzyz) occurs. From the remarks in the preceding paragraph we know that ExitTimec {yzyz), taken over all typical accepting computations and ail inputs I(yzyz), ranges over no more than 2p values, and that the same is true for Entry-Time c (yzyz). The range of Exit-Symbol c (yzyz) obviously is no more than the s symbols in the stack alphabet of M. This will be used in the proof of Lemma 4 later on. Proof: Choose y as shown to exist in Lemma 2. Then by Vs there are more different strings z in { 0, 1 } q than there are different "Exit-Time", Exit-Symbol, Entry-Time" triples.
• Lemma 4 shows that M will indeed accept strings which are nonrepetitive. Therefore, there does not exist &pda accepting R, and, hence, R is not contextfree. This fmishes the proof of the Theorem for six-letter alphabets.
This resuit can be extended to alphabets with fewer than six characters by modifications to the proof. However, a more elegant way to show that the Theorem holds for alphabets with only three letters is provided by the following resuit from [2] :
There is an £-free homomorphism h from a six-letter alphabet to a three-letter alphabet which preserves nonrepetitiveness, i. e. if M; is nonrepetitive then so is h(w).
For such a homomorphism h, the set of répétitive strings over a six-letter alphabet is the image, under h ~1, of the set of répétitive strings over a three-letter alphabet. Since context-free languages are closed under inverse homomorphism, and since we have shown that the set of répétitive strings over a six-letter alphabet is not context-free, it follows that the set of répétitive strings over a three-letter alphabet is not context-free either.
A GENERALIZATION
Our proof easily generalizes to all sets R ki k^2, defined as:
k z\x, zei,* and ye£ + }.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We have shown that the set of répétitive strings over a three -letter alphabet is not context-free. The proof consists of a careful analysis of the distribution, in the pushdown store of a pda, of information about the input to the pda.
Perhaps more important than the immédiate resuit is the fact that the proof technique employed here seems, at least in this one instance, to be more powerful than known classical techniques. Whether or not it generalizes to a new and useful necessary condition for context-freeness remains to be seen. We expect to follow up on this issue in a subséquent paper.
